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Prestimulus Theta in the Human Hippocampus Predicts Subsequent
Recognition But Not Recall
Maxwell B. Merkow,1* John F. Burke,2 Joel M. Stein,3 and Michael J. Kahana4

ABSTRACT: Human theta (428 Hz) activity in the medial temporal
lobe correlates with memory formation; however, the precise role that
theta plays in the memory system remains elusive (Hanslmayr and Staudigl, 2013). Recently, prestimulus theta activity has been associated
with successful memory formation, although its specific cognitive role
remains unknown (e.g., Fell et al., 2011). In this report, we demonstrate
that prestimulus theta in the hippocampus indexes encoding that supports old-new recognition memory but not recall. These findings suggest
that human hippocampal prestimulus theta may preferentially participate in the encoding of item information, as opposed to associative
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INTRODUCTION
Item recognition and free recall, two common methods of testing
human memory in the laboratory, differentially depend on a variety of
encoding and retrieval operations (Kahana, 2012). Thus, it is of theoretical interest whether a neural signal that correlates with successful memory encoding comparatively indexes later recognition or recall. One of
the fundamental differences between item recognition and free recall is
that these tasks rely to varying degrees on item and associative information stored in memory (Murdock, 1974). Item and associative information dissociate in many respects: forgetting rates (Hockley and Cristi,
1996), repetition effects (Greene, 1989), rates of information accumulation (Gronlund and Ratcliff, 1989; Nobel and Shiffrin, 2001), and rates
of decline in human aging (Castel and Craik, 2003). Item recognition,
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in which participants study a list of unrelated items and
later judge whether a specific item was present in the original list, preferentially depends on item information
(Nosofsky, 1988; Kahana, 2012). In contrast, recall tasks
such as cued and free recall rely more heavily on associative information as such associations enable cuedependent retrieval (Sederberg et al., 2008; Polyn et al.,
2009). In free recall, each retrieved item serves as a cue for
the next recall as seen in the tendency for successively
recalled items to reflect both contiguity and similarity relations among items on the study list (Kahana, 1996; Miller
et al., 2013). Thus, during encoding, neural activity that
reflects item and associative processing should preferentially boost later recognition and recall respectively.
A signal with a particularly puzzling function
regarding memory is prestimulus 428 Hz theta activity. Several recent reports have shown theta activity
before item presentation correlates with later successful
memory retrieval (Guderian et al., 2009; Rutishauser
et al., 2010; Fell et al., 2011; Gruber et al., 2013).
However, the cognitive correlate of this stimulusindependent signal is poorly understood. Here we
sought to clarify the role of prestimulus activity in the
memory system by assessing whether it preferentially
enhances subsequent recognition, recall, or both. Specifically, if prestimulus theta aids both later recall and
recognition equally, then it is likely that such activity
represents a non-specific memory signal (e.g. attention) that boosts encoding independent of the type of
retrieval used to recover the memory. However, if
prestimulus theta confers a relative benefit for recognition or recall, one could leverage the theoretical differences in these tasks to refine our understanding of
prestimulus theta activity. For example, if prestimulus
theta is linked more closely to recognition, this may
suggest that it preferentially aids the encoding of item
information, whereas if it more closely indexes free
recall, this may suggest that prestimulus theta preferentially supports associative information encoding.
We tested these competing hypotheses with intracranial electroencephalography (iEEG) recordings during a combined delayed free recall, final-recognition
task. We first assesed whether the theta power during
the period before item presentation predicted successful encoding tested by later recall and recognition
tasks. By directly recording from structures implicated
in prestimulus theta generation, we also determined
the spatial specificity of any memory-associated

ITEM RECOGNITION VERSUS FREE RECALL
prestimulus theta activity. Finally, we analyzed the time–frequency characteristics in the hippocampus during both recognition and recall tasks to assess the timing of the theta
subsequent memory effect (SME) in these two types of memory. We found that increased prestimulus theta occurred in the
hippocampus, but not in the lateral temporal or frontal areas,
and that higher levels of this neural signal were associated with
better recognition, but not recall. These data suggest that prestimulus theta reflects a hippocampal memory signal rather than
supporting a more general set of cognitive operations.
Although there are several interpretations of these finding, we
propose that hippocampal prestimulus theta enhances memory
encoding by preferentially boosting item information processing, as opposed to associative information processing.
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which patients were instructed to recall the just-presented list
items in any order (“Recall Period” in Fig. 1A).
Following a series of between 10 and 16 free recall lists,
patients were given a final old-new recognition-memory test
(“Recognition Period” in Fig. 1B). The variation in the total
list count reflected slight experimental modifications over the
eight-year period in which these data were collected. For the
recognition test, 60 targets were randomly chosen from the
studied items and intermixed with 60 lure items chosen from
the same word pool. Each of these 120 test items was then presented individually, and patients were asked to make old-new
judgments by pressing one of two buttons on a computer keyboard with their right (“old”) or left (“new”) index finger.
Patients were given a maximum of 5 s to respond to each
probe item. Following a jittered inter-stimulus interval of
2,40022,600 ms the next probe item was then presented.

Recordings and Spectral Power Computation
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Patients with medication-resistant epilepsy underwent surgical procedures in which grid, strip, or depth electrodes were
implanted to localize epileptogenic regions. Data were collected
over an eight-year period as part of a multi-center collaboration. Our research protocol was approved by the institutional
review board at each hospital, and informed consent was
obtained from the patients and their guardians. Our final subject pool consisted of 77 left-language dominant patients. A
subset of these data have been reported previously (Burke
et al., 2013). Unlike these earlier studies, which focused exclusively on free recall, the original analyses reported here focus
on the comparison between free recall and a final recognitionmemory task. Further, we examine the time interval before an
item appears on the screen rather than the post-presentation
period. All of the analyses and results described here are novel.

Combined Free Recall and Recognition Task
Each patient participated in an intentional combined
delayed-free recall and final-recognition task (Figs. 1A,B). The
task was developed using the python experiment-programming
library (PyEPL; see Geller et al., 2007) and administered at the
patient’s bedside using a laptop computer. A fixation cross presented in the center of the screen signaled the onset of each
study list. Lists comprised fifteen words chosen randomly and
without replacement from a pool of high-frequency nouns
(http://memory.psych.upenn.edu/WordPools).
During
the
encoding period, each word appeared individually for 1,600
ms followed by a randomly jittered 80021,200 ms blank
inter-stimulus interval (“Encoding Period” in Fig. 1A). Following presentation of the final list item patients were given a
minimum 20 s mental arithmetic task (“Distractor” in Fig.
1A). The appearance of a row of asterisks along with an audible tone then signalled the start of a 45 s recall period during

Intracranial EEG was recorded and converted to a bipolar
montage by differencing the signals between each pair of
immediately adjacent contacts on grid, strip, and depth electrodes (Burke et al., 2013). The sampling rates of initial recordings
ranged from 256 to 1,000 Hz depending on the clinical recording system. Signals were then re-sampled at 256 Hz. Contact
localization was accomplished by co-registering the postoperative computed tomography (CT) images with the magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scans. CTs with MRIs using FSL
brain extraction tool (BET) and FLIRT software packages. We
convolved segments of iEEG signal (700 ms before the start of
word presentation to the onset of word presentation, plus 3,000
ms flanking buffers) with 10 complex-valued Morlet wavelets
(wave number 6) with center frequencies linearly spaced from 4
to 8 Hz (Addison, 2002). We squared and log-transformed the
wavelet convolutions, then averaged the resulting log-power
traces into one 700 ms epoch. Power was averaged across all frequencies yielding the 4–8 Hz theta frequency band. For each
electrode, we then z-transformed power values separately for
each session; further analyses were performed on these normalized power values. The power computation for our full time–frequency spectrogram analysis was similar to the theta-band
specific power extraction. We convolved segments of iEEG signal
(1,000 ms before the start of word presentation to 1,800 ms
after the onset of word presentation, plus 3,000 ms flanking buffers) with 30 complex-valued Morlet wavelets (wave number 6)
with center frequencies log-spaced from 2 to 100 Hz. In this
case, we averaged the log-power traces into 100 ms epochs with
a 20 ms sliding window and z-transformed power values within
each frequency and session.

Regions of Interest
Based on subject electrode coverage and previous reports of
prestimulus theta activity being associated with later memory
performance, we defined three regions of interest (ROI; hippocampus, temporal lobe, and frontal lobe) (Guderian et al.,
2009; Rutishauser et al., 2010; Fell et al., 2011; Gruber et al.,
Hippocampus
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FIGURE 1.
A. Free recall task. In this combined task, subjects
were first shown a series of 15-word lists followed by a distractor
and then asked to recall items from the most recent list. B. Recognition task following free recall lists. After all recall lists were completed, the subjects were shown 60 targets from the studied items
and 60 lures and asked to make an old-new recognition judgment.
C. Categorization of words by recall-recognition contingency.
Across subject mean and 61 SEM of the percentage of presented

words in one of four categories based on later recall and recognition performance. D. Free recall serial position curve. Across subject mean and 61 SEM probability of recall as a function of serial
position studied. E. Recognition performance by study list quartile
and intra-list serial position quintile. Across subject mean and 61
SEM probability of recognition as a function of study list quartile
and serial position quintile within a list.

2013). Temporal- and frontal-lobe electrodes were classified
using anatomic labels from the registration process (Burke
et al., 2013). The temporal lobe ROI does not include regions

in the medial temporal lobe, defined as brain tissue medial to
the collateral sulcus. For the hippocampal ROI, a neuroradiologist experienced in neuroanatomical localization but blinded to

Hippocampus

ITEM RECOGNITION VERSUS FREE RECALL
the electrophysiology data, manually reviewed post-operative
CT and MRI images to accurately identify all depth contacts
located within the hippocampus. Each electrode distance from
the hippocampal head in the anterior-posterior plane of this
structure was also calculated.

Statistical Procedures
For each subject’s sessions, a normalized power value was
calculated for the -700 ms to 0 ms time epoch relative to the
item-presentation period (henceforth “prestimulus period”).
Based on the timing of our task, the previous word had been
off the computer screen for at least 100 ms (maximum 500
ms) before the prestimulus period. Comparisons of two prestimulus SMEs were performed (Paller and Wagner, 2002) and
these comparisons were dictated by the details of our memory
task with the following goals in mind: (1) compare one type of
memory (recognition, recall), while controlling for the other so
that the difference in neural activity is associated with the difference in the specific type of memory; (2) avoid the recalled
but not recognized category because it contained very few trials; (3) avoid the confounds of the study effect, (words that
were recalled had a second study before recognition, Kahana
et al., 2005). To this end we formulated our SME comparisons
as follows: among words that were not recalled, recognition
hits were compared with recognition misses (recognition
SME). Next, among words that were recognized, words that
were recalled were compared with words that were not recalled
(recall SME). Because of the dependencies between the two
comparisons, i.e., the not-recalled recognition hits formed part
of both SMEs, we do not directly compare the recognition and
recall SMEs. For all sessions and electrodes for each subject, we
compared prestimulus theta power for successful versus unsuccessful encoding separately for each memory task (i.e., recognition and recall) using a parametric t-statistic. We then averaged
t-statistics across sessions and across electrodes within a specified ROI, such that each subject contributed a t-statistic for
both recall and recognition comparisons in each ROI that he/
she had electrode coverage. One-factor (ROI), repeatedmeasures ANOVA tests were performed separately for each
memory type. Post-hoc t-statistics were applied when significance was found in order to assess the strength of the SME in
each ROI and compare the SME among ROIs.
We next performed a cluster-based permutation procedure to
identify contiguous time-frequency bins, which distinguished
between later-remembered and later-forgotten words in both
recognition and recall tasks (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). We
began by performing a series of parametric t-tests on the normalized power distributions following later-remembered and
later-forgotten words at each time-frequency bin (29 frequencies and 136 time windows surrounding word presentation, see
Spectral Power Computation). This resulted in 3,944 t-statistics
for each participant. To test the reliability of these t-statistics
across participants, we performed a series of one-sample ttests—one at each time-frequency bin—comparing the distribution of t-values to zero. To correct for multiple comparisons,
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we identified the largest clusters of spectrally and temporally
adjacent windows that showed significantly different power
between later-remembered and later-forgotten words (P < 0.05
across participants) and computed the cluster statistic as the
sum of t-statistics across these windows (true clus1). We also
computed a cluster statistic for the largest contiguous decreases
in power following forgotten compared with remembered words
(true clus2). We then estimated the false-positive rate for each
of these cluster statistics using a permutation-based shuffle procedure. For each iteration of the procedure, we randomly changed
the sign of the t-statistics computed for each subject and computed the cluster statistics associated with the largest contiguous
significant increase and decrease observed in the shuffled data
across subjects (null clus1 and null clus2, respectively). We
repeated this procedure 1,000 times and estimated a distribution
of null clus1 and null clus2, which reflect cluster statistics that
would be obtained if power values did not reliably differ
between later-remembered and later-forgotten trials. Based on
where the true clus1 and true clus2 fell on these null distributions, we derived a p-value for each cluster statistic.
For all analyses, a was set at 0.05, and a false-discovery procedure (q 5 0.05) (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was
applied when multiple statistical tests were used.

RESULTS
Seventy-seven subjects (24 women) undergoing intracranial
EEG monitoring studied lists of 15 common nouns, each
tested by delayed free recall. Every session concluded with an
item recognition test on these same items (see Figs. 1A,B). We
limited our prestimulus theta analyses to sessions in which d 0 ,
a common recognition performance metric, exceeded 0.66 to
ensure patients were engaged in the memory task. Moreover,
we excluded patients who did not accrue at least five trials in
each category that composed our memory comparisons. Thus
our final subject pool consisted of 58 patients (20 women),
and all analyses below reflect this group. The average number
of items, across all patients (reported as mean/SD/range), in
each memory condition were as follows: recognized and
recalled words: 28/24/5–136; recognized and not-recalled
words: 52/33/19–165; not-recognized and not-recalled words:
25/18/7–55. The counts of each recognition-recall contingency
as a percentage of all trials are illustrated in Figure 1C. Subjects
recalled a mean 6 1 SEM of 26 6 1% of the studied items on
the delayed recall task. On the final old-new recognition task,
subjects endorsed 75 6 1% of targets and 36 6 3% percent of
lures as old items, yielding an average d 0 of 1.16 6 .06. The
probability of recall as a function of the serial position in a list
is illustrated in Figure 1D; these patients followed the law of
primacy found in healthy controls, according to which earlier
words are more often recalled (Tulving, 2007). Figure 1E
shows the probability of recognition as a function of study-listnumber quartile and intra-list serial position quintile. Because
Hippocampus
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FIGURE 2.
Recognition and recall subsequent memory effects
by region of interest. Mean and 61 SEM for the distribution of
each subject’s prestimulus (2700 ms to 0 ms relative to word presentation) theta SME t-statistic. Each bar represents the SME associated with a memory task (recognition or recall) and ROI pair as
labeled. Double and single asterisks denote levels of significance:
p < 0.01, p < 0.05. n 5 28, 50, 48 respectively for hippocampal,
temporal, and frontal ROIs.

of the large number of words studied in a session (between
150 and 240) and the randomization of recognition test probe
timing, nearly all words were associated with a substantial delay
before recognition memory testing. A two-factor (list quartile,
intra-list serial position quintile), repeated-measures ANOVA
was applied to these data to assess for differences in recognition
performance as a function of study position. A main effect for
intra-list serial position quintile was identified (F4,1140 5 3.71,
MSE 5 0.227, p 5 0.005), but not for list number quartile
(F3,1140 5 0, MSE 5 0.001, p 5 0.997) or the interaction
between these factors (F12,1140 5 0, MSE 5 0.040, p 5 0.791).
Post-hoc t-tests were applied to all combinations of intra-list
serial position quintiles to assess for differences. The first intralist serial position quintile (words 123) was more commonly
recognized than the third and fifth serial position categories
(words 729, 13215, respectively; t57 5 3.56, p 5 0.0008 and
t57 5 2.73, p 5 0.008; false discovery rate correction q 5 0.05).
These data demonstrate a primacy effect—but no recency
effect—based on the study serial position within a list; therefore, words that were more likely to be recalled were similarly
more likely to be recognized.
Recent human studies have identified prestimulus theta
activity in several cortical locations—the hippocampus, temporal lobe, and frontal lobe—that predicts later episodic memory
performance (Guderian et al., 2009; Rutishauser et al., 2010;
Fell et al., 2011; Gruber et al., 2013). We sought to extend
these findings in terms of memory type and anatomic specificity, investigating whether prestimulus theta activity at encoding
predicted later recognition, recall, or both. To best isolate these
types of memories, we formulated two prestimulus SME comparisons (see Statistical Procedures) wherein the type of memory (recognition, recall) of interest differed while the other was
held constant. One prestimulus theta recognition SME and
one prestimulus theta recall SME (unpaired t-statistic) were
calculated for each subject in each ROI: the means and standHippocampus

ard errors of these across-subject distributions are shown in
Figure 2. The number of patients in each ROI is as follows:
hippocampal (28); temporal (50); frontal (48). To search for a
regionally localized prestimulus theta signal, a one-factor
(ROI), repeated-measures ANOVA was applied to each type of
SME. We did find differences among ROIs for the mean recognition SME values (F2,125 5 6.91, MSE 5 0.645, p 5 0.002)
but not the mean recall SME values (F2,125 5 0, MSE 5 0.001,
p 5 0.997). Given that our omnibus test identified regional
differences among the recognition prestimulus theta SMEs, we
further assessed these data with post-hoc t-tests. Specifically,
we assessed if the recognition SME in each region was significantly greater than zero and if the recognition SMEs significantly differed from one another (six total post-hoc t-tests).
Only the recognition SME in the hippocampus was significantly
greater than zero (t27 5 3.14, p 5 0.004). The hippocampal recognition SME was greater than the frontal recognition SME
(t76 5 2.54, p 5 0.013). Both of these remained significant following false discovery rate corrections (q 5 0.05). The hippocampal recognition SME trended towards being greater than the
temporal lobe SME (t74 5 1.87, p 5 0.066). Of note, recognition SME values for six subregions within the frontal and temporal ROIs (motor, dorsolateral prefrontal, and orbitofrontal
cortex; superior, middle, and inferior temporal gyris, all n > 35
subjects) were calculated to ensure a strong, local recognition
SME was not obscured by heterogeneity with our pre-specified
ROIs. No recognition SME value in these subregions reached
significance (all uncorrected p > 0.1). To summarize, we found
that theta activity, only in the hippocampus, before learning an
item was predictive of subsequent recognition but not subsequent recall.
To investigate the temporal and spectral specificity of the
prestimulus hippocampal recognition SME, we analyzed a
broad time-frequency range of power values (Fig. 3). For the
recognition SME, the only spectral cluster significantly

FIGURE 3.
Hippocampus time-frequency cluster analysis. A.
Across subject t-statistics at each time-frequency bin for the recognition SME. The vertical dashed line represents time of word onset,
and horizontal lines mark the 428 Hz theta frequency band. All
time-frequency clusters p < 0.05 are highlighted. p 5 0.034 for the
prestimulus positive (recognized > not-recognized power) cluster
beginning at 820 ms before word onset. See Materials and Methods
for statistical details. B. Same plot as above for the recall SME.
p 5 0.023 for the negative (not-recalled > recalled power) cluster
beginning 1,120 ms after word onset.

ITEM RECOGNITION VERSUS FREE RECALL
associated with later memory began at 820 ms before word
onset and ended 180 ms before the word onset (p 5 0.034),
and was centered in the 428 Hz range with an extension into
the alpha band. The recall SME spectral data appear quite different. There was no difference in time-frequency values during
the prestimulus period. However, during the post-stimulus
period beginning 1,120 ms after the word appeared and lasting
until after the word came off the computer screen, there was a
decrease in theta power for recalled words as compared with
not-recalled words (p 5 0.023). The positive recognition and
negative recall clusters remained significant following false discovery rate corrections (q 5 0.05).
Finally, given the differences in anatomic architecture and
functional distinctions of the anterior and posterior hippocampus (Poppenk et al., 2013), we tested for a relationship
between position along the long axis of the hippocampus and
strength of the recognition SME. Our data did not reveal a
correlation between location in the hippocampus and the predictive value of the prestimulus theta power for subsequent recognition performance (Pearson’s r27 5 20.283, p 5 0.151).

DISCUSSION
We set out to refine the understanding of prestimulus theta
and its role in the memory system. Analysis of iEEG recordings
in 58 patients performing a delayed free recall, final-recognition
memory task demonstrated that increased prestimulus hippocampal theta activity predicted subsequent recognition but not
subsequent free recall. This effect was only found in the hippocampus and not in frontal or lateral temporal regions. A timefrequency analysis confirmed that increased encoding-related
theta associated with later recognition was specific to the prestimulus period and centered in the theta band, whereas the recall
analysis revealed a significant decreased theta SME in the poststimulus period (Sederberg et al., 2007; Burke et al., 2013). In
our experimental design, studied items were tested successively:
first by delayed recall and then by final recognition. This task
has inherent strengths and weaknesses that we discuss below.
At the most basic level, our findings are consistent with the
ideas that different processes underlie recognition and free
recall and that these processes are differentially affected by the
theta activity in the hippocampus before an item is learned.
This study was motivated in part by the belief that neural
activity supporting item or associative information processing
will preferentially boost encoding for later recognition and
recall respectively. This assumption is consistent with a wealth
of cognitive research documenting fundamental differences
between these two forms of information. Laboratory studies of
human memory have shown that item and associative information are encoded and retrieved via distinct processes (Gronlund
and Ratcliff, 1989; Nobel and Shiffrin, 2001). Furthermore,
recognition memory models posit that similarity of item features is the primary determinant of performance (Clark and
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Gronlund, 1996; Shiffrin and Steyvers, 1997; Nosofsky et al.,
2011). In contrast, retrieval in free recall relies on the interaction of associative information with self-generated cues to
retrieve learned items (Sederberg et al., 2008; Polyn et al.,
2009; Farrell, 2012). Thus our findings suggest that prestimulus theta may aid in item encoding over associative encoding.
Our results are in many ways consistent with previous
reports of prestimulus SMEs in the theta frequency range (Fell
et al., 2011; Guderian et al., 2009) and build on these studies.
We demonstrate that prestimulus theta predicts subsequent recognition; however, this relationship was not identified for free
recall. Moreover, we find the prestimulus recognition SME in
the hippocampus but not in temporal or frontal regions. The
hippocampus is a crucial anatomic region involved in the formation of contextually defined memories. A substantial body
of literature links hippocampal theta activity to these processes
(Seager et al., 2002; Squire et al., 2004; Manns et al., 2007).
As such, it is perhaps not surprising that we found declarative
memory for items to be improved following periods of heightened prestimulus theta. That prestimulus theta was specific for
item recognition but not free recall suggests that hippocampal
theta may index an endogenous neural mechanism that facilitates encoding of items but not associations. If so, this begs the
question: What cognitive processes does hippocampal prestimulus theta represent?
One possibility that may relate prestimulus theta activity—if
it indeed represents enhanced item information processing—to
memory formation comes from the established literature linking prestimulus neural oscillations, including theta oscillations,
with enhanced perception (Hanslmayr et al., 2007; Wyart and
Tallon-Baudry, 2009; Busch et al., 2009). In particular, hippocampal prestimulus theta activity may represent a preparatory
process that facilitates information flow from item perception
into the memory system, thereby enhancing recognition memory but not recall memory. In contrast, the associative information, which forms after a longer latency relative to item
presentation (Gronlund and Ratcliff, 1989; Nobel and Shiffrin,
2001), is less affected by the facilitation of item feature perception into the memory system, and thus does not correlate with
the preparatory signal (i.e., the prestimulus theta oscillations).
To be clear, we do not suggest that the hippocampus performs
item and not associative encoding. That said, one interpretation of our results is that prestimulus theta oscillations in the
hippocampus mark enhancement of upcoming perception of
item-level features thereby supporting memory for individual
items but not associations.
Although we focus on the item vs. associative information
distinction between recognition and free recall, there are several
alternative interpretations to our results that must be considered. In lieu of supporting item or associative information, one
may hypothesize that the learning advantage conferred by prestimulus theta is masked by inhibitory retrieval factors, which
differ between the two types of memory. For example, some
items may not have been recalled because of output interference (Roediger, 1974), whereas recognition is less susceptible
to such effects. Alternatively, prestimulus theta may
Hippocampus
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differentially affect weak and strong memories (and thus recognition and recall performance). Future research should followup on this work with alternative testing approaches: experiments that systematically vary retrieval effects, e.g., output
interference, or memory strength are needed to better understand the cognitive correlates of prestimulus theta. Moreover,
concomitant electrographic recordings with experiments that
dissociate item and associative information processing, for
example with an associative recognition task or by manipulation of encoding strategy (e.g., Begg, 1978; McGee, 1980),
would further assess the item-associative information
distinction.
While our study benefited from a large dataset of intracranial recordings during this combined task, there are several
limitations imposed by our experimental design. By testing the
same words first by free recall and subsequently by final recognition, memory performance may be differentially affected by
factors inherent to the design rather than inherent to the type
of memory (i.e., recognition or free recall). Recognition of
recalled words was enhanced because the free recall period
acted as a second study (Kahana et al., 2005). We excluded
recalled words from our recognition analysis for this reason.
Moreover, the timing of the test periods may have affected the
behavioral and neural effects we found. Free recall occurred
after a minimum 20 s delay, but recognition occurred following all lists (approximately 2235 minutes after learning a
word). While our serial position behavioral analyses illustrate
that primacy effects (present) and recency effects (absent) were
similar between final recognition and delayed free recall, future
research with an interleaved trial design will provide a more
straightforward approach to comparing recognition and recall.
That is, by using separate words and alternating between testing item recognition and free recall, both limitations (second
study, timing difference between memory tests) outlined here
would be avoided.
Another important question to be addressed with future
research is whether hippocampal prestimulus theta can be harnessed to improve human memory. To this end, we must better
understand how theta activity before learning fluctuates on a
trial-by-trial basis. For instance, this signal may correlate with
expectation of a stimulus: in this case theta power would rise
before every item and increases before to-be-recognized words
would be greater than those preceding forgotten items. If so, it
remains to be determined how much of a boost artificially
increasing theta would generate. A better understanding of this
intriguing signal will yield the best chance of leveraging it to
enhance memory.
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